Diabetes and Far Infrared Rays

Diabetes is a disease that impairs our body's ability to balance the use of energy (glucose) derived from the foods we eat.

Insulin, a natural hormone produced in our pancreas is required for the body to deliver glucose into our cells to burn as energy. If the pancreas doesn't make insulin or the body cannot use insulin properly then diabetes results.

Common symptoms of diabetics are: frequent urination, excessive thirst and hunger, weakness and fatigue, and nausea and vomiting.

Far Infrared can increase micro circulation, relieving pain, reducing swelling, flushing toxins, and helping to rejuvenate healthy cellular functioning. Its emitting natural far infrared rays deep into your skin, muscles, tendons and ligaments. Actually increasing circulation within the cells. Giving your cells a chance to flush toxins and waste by products while absorbing fresh oxygen and nutrients from the blood stream.

Far Infrared can control your diabetes by FIR Therapy. New research has also discovered that far infrared rays inhibit bacterial growth. Helping to prevent and reduce the chance of infection.

A case study reported in Sweden involved a 70 year-old man who had rheumatoid arthritis secondary to acute rheumatic fever. He had reached his toxic limit of gold injections and his Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR) was still 125. After using an infrared heat system for less than five months, his ESR was down to 11.

The rheumatologist worked with a 14 year-old Swedish girl who had difficulty walking downstairs due to knee pain from the age of eight. This therapist told her mother the girl would be in a wheelchair within two years if she did not begin gold corticosteroid therapy. After three infrared sauna treatments, she began to become more agile and subsequently took up folk dancing without the aid of conventional approaches. A clinical study in Japan reported a successful solution for seven out of seven cases of rheumatoid arthritis treated with whole

http://www.farinfraredsauna.net/categories/infraredsauna/articles/infrared_sauna_diabetes.shtml